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Journey through the Night is a fictional novel divided into four breath-taking volumes. 

Each exciting volume vividly recounts the spirit and tormented agony of those five harrowing 

years during which the evil German Nazis occupied the Netherlands and Hitler built his 

fortress—Europe. All ages, young as well as old and parents as well as children would spiritually 

profit from absorbing this book. The volume titles are: 

 

1. Into the Darkness (In het Duisternis) 

2. The Darkness Deepens (de Duisternis verdikken) 

3. Dawn’s Early Light (‘t Vroege Licht der Aurora) 

4. A New Day (Een Nieuwe Dag) 

 

The main protagonists of this book are the DeBoer Family: Uncle Gerrit, Father Everett, 

Mother, John, Tricia, Fritz, Hanneke, and Trudie. Although the Deboers are Reformed Christians, 

DeVries does not specify their denomination. A recurring theme is “Even if Germany defeats 

every other country in the world, Adolf Hitler’s Reich will collapse because of its own God-

denying principles.” (Vol 1, 133). A second theme is VICTORY as communicated through the 

slogans OSO, Orange Shall Overcome, and a ‘V’. The Dutch communicated the ‘V’ to each 

other by knocking, tapping, ringing, or using Morse Code this way: 3 shorts and 1 long, echoing 

the first few bars of the Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. (Learn Dutch!) 

Volume 1 begins on a sunny Friday morning in May at the new DeBoer farmhouse, 

located in the province of Drenthe, somewhere southwest of the city of Assen. That day, 

Germany attacks the Netherlands and the family enters into the darkness. Desperately, the family 

drives near Rotterdam to the cities of Scheveningen and Hillegersberg (in the province of South 

Holland) to retrieve the three youngest children, who stayed with relatives during the move. 

While they rest in Scheveningen, Queen Wilhelmina flees to England. Even though life seems 

dark, God strengthens their faith in Him. Soon, they return to their Drenthe farmhouse, and 

initiate their involvement in the Resistance by hiding Jews. The volume ends after the Nazi 

sympathizer, Schram, betrays Ev for thwacking a Kraut with a large monkey wrench. 

Volume 2 starts when Fritz receives a one week suspension from school for stating that 

the teacher, Mr. Biemolt, who was lecturing about the Synod of Dordt>, is unsound for detesting 

the English and not being vocally pro-Dutch. Things make sense when Fritz learns that Biemolt 

was a Boer who lived in an English concentration camp and watched two of his siblings die 

during the 1902 English-Boer war. As the darkness of Hitler’s Reich seems to grow stronger, the 

family responds by involving themselves in the Resistance movement. They distribute the 

underground newspaper, Free Holland, hide divers, take in English fliers, and care for more 



Jews. The volume concludes after the Gerries assault the farm, because dense neighbor Wallinga 

betrays them over spilt milk. (Learn Dutch, the language of your forebearers and ancestors!) 

Volume 3 commences with a split-up family. John leads a boring life with Uncle Herman 

and Aunt Haddie in Amsterdam until a former Deboer driver, William, convinces John to join a 

local Resistance cell. Next, a mesmerizing reunion occurs between John and Father. Then bad 

things, which further depress the family’s faith, happen both to Father and John. While John 

considers the darkness of his situation, the daylight dawns when he learns of the D-Day invasion. 

The volume terminates with the Germans shipping John off to an anonymous forest, where they 

plan to execute him and others by sub-machineguns. Yet, hope springs eternal! (Learn Dutch, the 

language of your Dutch Reformed Heritage!) 

However, you will have to read all 4 volumes to discover what happens to the family, 

Father, Schram, svelte Sylvia, the salesman Vos, the young nurse Rita, the BBC, and the 

liberation of the Netherlands. I recommend that since these four books accurately portray war, 

parents should acquaint themselves with the contents contained therein or read the book to their 

children! 
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